Five years ago, Christians serving in Muslim lands told their stories of challenge and change in the acclaimed Where There Was No Church. Now, devoted workers provide even more detailed dispatches, stories of praise and imprisonment, and portraits of the spread of the Christian movement, including a growing church in the shadow of a mosque.

Praise for Where There Is Now a Church:
Here is an important book that needs to be read. For almost 60 years the reaching of the Muslim peoples has been the largest single passion in my life next to my love for Jesus, my wife and family. I am still amazed how many people don’t realize what’s going on and I believe this vital unique book will help change that. For that we can only say AMEN!
—George Verwer, founder, Operation Mobilisation

Where There Is Now a Church is a must-read book. This book will encourage your faith in Christ. This book shines the light on God’s work among Muslims in Muslim nations. The family of Christ continues to grow.
—Fouad Masri, Founder, Crescent Project
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